
Goliath Snubbing Ltd Competency Knowledge Assessment - Operator 2
Operator 2 Knowledge Assessment
Unit 1 - Operate sour wells
Act on safety criteria for sour wells
1. What is the minimum safety equipment required for sour wells?
2. What safety precautions must be taken on wells containing H2S?
3. At what concentration must a sweet barrier be supplied?
4. When MUST workers in the snubbing basket be masked up?

5. What precautions must be taken before tripping/snubbing a tubing string out of a well containing H2S?
6. What procedures must be performed upon completion of a job on a sour well?
7. What identifies a ring gasket as being NACE trim or suitable for use on a well containing H2S?
8. What impact might a shift in wind direction have on the operation?
9. What level has been identified by Alberta OH&S as the Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL) or maximum
amount of H2S concentration where work can be performed?
Unit 2 - Perform sand clean out job
Define sand clean out equipment and service requirements
10. Which well parameters must be discussed with the wellsite supervisor to prepare a successful cleanout
operation?
11. Is it mandatory to have a remote shut off system in place for sand clean outs?
12. Why should sand clean outs not be performed round the clock?
13. Name some safety issues and risks unique to a sand cleanout job?
Conduct sand clean out job
14. When should the first slim hole stabbing valve be installed during a sand cleanout?
15. Only essential personnel should be in the work area. Identify the key personnel and positions during a
sand cleanout.
16. How long should the well be flowed once the string is at connection height before it is shut in for a
new connection?
17. What additional hazards are present if N2 is used to assist the well gas in the clean out?
18. What is the optimal method for tying in for a sand cleanout?
19. What hazards are associated with having multiple slim hole stabbing valves on location?
20. What plug procedures are recommended or acceptable for retrieving slim hole valves from the well
and getting the tubing hanger landed (if that is the desired outcome)?
Unit 3 - Perform lubricating
Confirm program parameters
21. What are some things you must do and be sure of when lubricating?
22. Which dimensions of the BHA are important?
23. What operational steps would you take to prepare for a plug loss?
24. Why is it important to have both visual and verbal/audible communication during the lubricating job
between the snubbing and wireline operators?
25. How/where should the lubricator and stack be equalized and/or bled off?
Lubricate in
26. When is “lubricate in” required?



27. How do you mitigate the risk associated with lubricating in hazards?
Lubricate out
28. If the annular is closed while equalizing with the snubbing unit, what will happen if the lubricator is not
equalized?
29. What would assist you in repositioning the pup joint in the pipe rams if the lubricating job is not
successful?
30. When pulling the BHA why is it important to correlate paper measurements with the pulled
measurement?
31. What could cause the tools to seal in stack, and what could the consequences be?
32. What is a hazard associated with pulling the fish into the packoff on the lubricator?
Unit 4 - Perform fishing
Coordinate fishing program

33. How and where should floats and plugs be run in a fishing tool assembly of jars, bumper subs, etc?
34. What are the advantages and disadvantages to using pup joints in the fishing tool assembly?
35. Why are collars used?
36. Why are bumper subs used?
37. Why are intensifiers used?
38. Why are jars used?
Conduct fishing job
39. What can prevent the tools from latching on to the fish?
40. When pulling the BHA, why is it important to correlate paper measurements with the pulled
measurement?
41. What could cause the tools to seal in the stack, and what could the consequences be?
Unit 5 - Perform multi-zone completions
Confirm program requirements
42. Why should you confirm the BHA with the wellsite supervisor prior to rig up?
43. What parameters may change between the call to dispatching personnel and your arrival on location
which may impact your ability to complete the job safely and efficiently?
44. What could you discover on location which may force a decision to not rig up?
45. What is the procedure to recommend to a wellsite supervisor for removing a tubing end plug after the
wellhead has been installed?
Assemble Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) and equipment
46. What length of tubing should you insist on be below a tool to be staged in the well?
47. When tools are assembled on the catwalk, how can you confirm proper torque?
48. What is the difference between selective and non-selective profile nipples?
49. Where should an X nipple be positioned in relation to an XN nipple?
Conduct program operations

50. What should be installed in the tubing before raising the string after tagging an obstruction downhole?
51. What could cause a packer to set up prematurely when tripping in the hole?
52. What could the impact be if the tools set up while snubbing if the Operator didn’t observe the packer
setting up prematurely?



53. Who should you confirm the unsetting procedure for the packer with, if the pipe does rotate? Could 
this be discussed in the pre job safety meeting?

54. What procedure if followed correctly would mitigate the risk of tubing failure in this event?
Unit 6 - Perform stripping on and off
Verify parameters for stripping program
55. What parameters must be known before attempting a stripping on/off operation?
56. What is an alternative to stripping on or off?
57. What special equipment might you need if you are stripping on?
58. Describe more than one way to strip on.
59. What are some unique hazards of stripping on or off?
Strip On
60. Why must a blanking plug be set in the tubing before stripping on?
61. What can the operator do to protect himself from falling when in the basket lowering over the tubing 
stump?

62. What equipment can be used to stabilize the unit while securing the tubing and unit to the rig blocks?

63. How do you calculate the length of pup joints you will position in your stack before stripping on?
64. Why is the tensile strength and buckling limits of the tubing important to discuss before beginning 
operation?
65. What extra hoisting equipment may be required to strip on?
66. When may stripping on be required?
67. When is stripping on not recommended?

68. What are some alternatives to stripping off?
69. What extra hoisting equipment may be required to strip off?
Unit 7 - Perform staging jobs
Prep-plan job and set-up stack
70. Describe particular hazards when installing the power tongs.
71. What might cause the tongs to drop or bounce?
72. Why is it important to inspect the tong dies, and what criteria do you use to decide whether to clean 
or replace?
73. When bleeding off, what could cause the line pipe to jack and potentially hurt personnel or damage 
equipment?
74. Why is communicating with the rig crew and / or testers crucial when you are bleeding off?
75. What effect does pressure have on the additional equipment required for staging?
Stage couplings into the hole
76. Describe the particular hazards for staging.

a. if pipe light
b. if tripping heavy

77. When tripping heavy what could happen if the driller is too fast and stack is not bled off in time?
78. Why is the discussion of trip speed with the driller so important?
79. Why is it important to do the proper calculations to determine joints to be snubbed?

Strip Off



Stage couplings out of the hole
80. Describe the main steps when staging pipe out in a pipe light condition?
81. Describe the main steps when staging pipe out in a pipe heavy condition?

82. How do you ensure the driller is aware of possible hazards associated with staging with closed rams?
83. What risks develop if the Snubber and Driller get their operations out of sync?

84. How do you make sure you don’t trip faster than the driller/snubbing operator is comfortable with?
85. What operational mistake could result in pulling the collar through the annular and causing a gas 
release?
86. What conditions may cause hydrates?
Maintain equipment during operations
87. What equipment maintenance is particularly important as you perform staging jobs?
88. When do you change your stripping ram fronts?
89. What is the procedure for changing out the stripping ram fronts?
90. What hazards could be created without a maintenance program?
Unit 8 - Perform dual string completions
Conduct pre-job planning
91. At what point in the job do you first need offset rams?
92. Why should the short and long string positions be identified prior to rigging up?
Snub in long string
93. What factors must be considered before landing a dual string hanger?
94. How are the hanger seals pressure tested once the hanger is installed?
95. Which position should the locater pin be in when landing the tubing hanger?
96. What is the procedure for removing the landing joint after installing the dual string hanger if there is 
communication through short string side?
Snub in short string
97. What are some things you can do which can lower the risk associated with buckling tubing when 
attempting to stab through the long string hanger?
98. What are some hazards to be aware of when tripping / snubbing in the short string?

a. What controls can minimize these hazards?
99. How is the short string hanger secured in the well?




